August 31st - September 4th

3rd Grade Choice Board
Addition Fluency

Energy
Bus

ELA

Math

Use playing cards
to practice
addition facts.

Multi-digit
addition practice

Goal is for
students to use
mental math to
help in being able
to add basic
numbers fluently.

Use playing cards
to create five
different 2 and 3
digit addition
problems. Write
your problems on
your paper and
answer. Try to
solve each
problem using a
different
strategy.

Reading stamina.

Writing

Find a quiet spot
and read for 20
minutes.

Make a list of all
the animals or
foods you like.

Write down the
book you read
and how many
pages you read.

Create a
paragraph to
explain why you
like your choices.

Principle 1:
You’re the Driver.
What are good
decisions you can
make when you
are doing Remote
Learning?

Principle 2:
Create a Positive
Vision
What is one goal
you can set to
succeed during
Remote Learning?

Family Letter

Making Equal
Groups through Art

Review Family
Letter for Ready
Lesson 1.

Explore equal
groups by
drawing
“monsters” with
the same number
of eyes, nose, or
feet. How many
eyes, nose or feet
are there in all?

Reading
Comprehension

Writing

Watch I Need My
Monster (or read
the book if you
have it), then
recall what
happened at the
beginning, middle
and end of the
story.
https://www.storyl
ineonline.net/books
/i-need-mymonster/
Principle 3: Drive
with Purpose
What is something
you think you are
good at that can
help out at home
and school?

The little boy
needed his monster
to go to sleep in
the story I Need
My Monster.
Create a paragraph
to tell about an
item you need to
have with you or a
specific routine
you have to do so
you can get to
sleep. Why?

Principle 4: Fuel
Your Ride with
Positive Energy
What is one way
you can put a
smile on someone’s
face at home?

Student should pick one activity from each row to complete every day they are
participating in Remote Learning. Not all activities have to be completed.

